[Current technology development for natural orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery].
Natural orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery (NOTES) is a novel concept which combines aspects of flexible endoscopy with laparoscopic surgery with the aim of creating a new field of patient friendly "incisionless" surgery. This will require novel advanced technologies to be developed specifically for NOTES. We discuss the technical requirements and the process of creating NOTES instrumentation and illustrate the process with some current enabling devices. The development process is outlined, including the requirements for NOTES, the current technology that can be used, and some prototype devices for access, retraction, and tissue approximation. Endoscopes for NOTES must have high resolution, large instrument channels, some degree of triangulation, and the ability to lock into position inside the abdominal cavity. Instrumentation should echo the capabilities of current laparoscopic tools. They should be large and sturdy, torque-able, and offer the full spectrum of end-effectors. Finally, NOTES technology must permit secure, tailorable tissue approximation. The "R" scope from Olympus and the Transport scope from USGI Medical are possible solutions to the design requirements for access and visualization. Eagle Claw (Olympus), The Swain system (Ethicon), and the G-prox (USGI) are current tissue approximation systems under development and investigation in clinical trials. NOTES is a potential advance in surgical care. This new approach requires the development of new platform devices, tailored to allow the safe and effective practice of this advanced endoscopic approach.